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Physics motivation
- The aim of our physics studies are to quantify the improvement in physics 

performance from the proposed TORCH detector 
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- The current RICH system provides no positive kaon or proton identification below 
10 GeV/c 

-  The TORCH detector is designed to complement the existing RICH detector 
discrimination
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Review recommendations
A number of recommendations were made during the review of the TORCH proposal  

This talk has been updated with respect to the one given in the review session
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➡ Extend TORCH physics studies to Upgrade II conditions 

➡ Perform physics studies with degraded performance, e.g. time resolution and 
photon yield 

➡ Perform realistic studies to determine if there is any degradation in other 
channels from TORCH 

- We intend to produce samples of B → K* gamma and B → K* ee to check for 
degradation in ECAL performance
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✓ Continue physics studies with full simulation of TORCH integrated into LHCb

Recommendations
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Outline
- PID performance 

- Flavour tagging studies 

- Improved low-momentum PID 

- Impact of timing information 

- Improvements for specific channels 

- Key modes with protons/kaons 

- Other modes 

- Further studies of interest
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PID performance 

- The TORCH PID performance is determined using full simulations of TORCH in LHCb 

-  This PID performance is incorporated into existing Upgrade I LHCb MC samples on 
an analysis-by-analysis basis 

- The simulated TORCH and RICH PID efficiencies are combined for the relevant 
set of PID requirements 
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PID performance
• TORCH PID performance averaged over all of the modules: 
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• Good separation between π/K/p in the 2 -10 GeV/c range.
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PID performance

Some clarifications 

- The candidates in the LHCb MC are constructed using reconstructed tracks 

- The RICH PID performance is taken from the MC samples themselves 
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Flavour tagging
- Two aspects of flavour tagging have been investigated: 

- The effect of improved low-momentum PID performance on tagging power 

- The effect of correct track-PV association on tagging power as a function of 
the number of PVs 

- To achieve this, simple cut-based tagging algorithms have been constructed 

- This method has been used to isolate the effect of TORCH 
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Figure 17: The momentum distribution of truth-matched (black) and selected (blue) tags for
the SSKaon algorithm. The selected tags must pass the nominal LHCb PID and momentum
requirements as described in Section 4.2.2.

b-hadron candidate has an appropriate tag, and ! is the fraction of tagged candidates317

that are incorrectly tagged.318

4.2.2 Incorporation of TORCH PID performance319

The e↵ect of the TORCH PID e�ciencies on the tagging performance is studied using320

simple cut-based tagging algorithms, based closely on previous versions of current tagging321

software [16,17]. More recent approaches to tagging in LHCb exploit multivariate analysis322

techniques, however, the use of cut-based algorithms is expected to isolate the improvement323

that TORCH itself provides, without the need for extensive re-optimisation of the full324

framework. The following procedure is employed:325

1. A loop is performed over the container of Long tracks in events with a candidate B326

meson (StdAllNoPIDsKaons).327

2. Tracks with a momentum above 10GeV/c are selected if they pass ‘nominal’ tagging-328

algorithm selection requirements, defined below.329

3. For tracks below 10GeV/c three di↵erent selections are considered:330

(a) The nominal selection, where the existing momentum, pT, and LHCb PID cuts331

are applied as a baseline;332

(b) The perfect PID selection, a sample in which the MC truth information is used333

to only select the correct species (e.g. kaons);334

(c) The TORCH selection, a sample in which tracks identified by MC truth335

information to be protons, pions or kaons are retained according to the relevant336

TORCH PID e�ciency or mis-identification rate as determined from the stand-337

alone TORCH simulations;338

4. If any of the strategies result in more than one tag candidate, the one with the339

highest pT is chosen.340
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Tagging Part I: PID
- Simple tagging algorithms are developed: OSKaon and SSKaon 

- Three tag track selection methods are used: 
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Selection Tracks with p<10 GeV/c  Tracks with p>10 GeV/c

Nominal Nominal (i.e. p/pT and RICH PID cuts) Nominal

TORCH PID Use TORCH efficiencies/mis-id rates Nominal

Perfect PID Only truth matched kaons Nominal

- Nominal: the requirements on (RICH) PID and momentum are applied (selections in 
backup) 

- TORCH PID: the TORCH efficiency and mis-id rates from the stand-alone 
simulations are used with the truth information to select the right fraction of each 
species for the corresponding RICH PID requirements    

- Perfect PID: the performance using just the correct particle type (e.g. kaon) is 
compared as an upper limit of the possible PID-related improvement 
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Tagging Part I: PID

- TORCH increases the tagging power for both algorithms  

- Improvements consistent between the two samples 

- Performance approaches upper limit with perfect PID below 10 GeV/c
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Tagger B0
s ! D+

s ⇡
�

Nominal TORCH Perfect
SSKaon 1.20± 0.05% 1.52± 0.05% 1.61± 0.05%
OSKaon 1.29± 0.05% 1.73± 0.06% 1.80± 0.06%

Tagger B+
! J/ K+

Nominal TORCH Perfect
OSKaon 1.06± 0.04% 1.51± 0.05% 1.61± 0.05%

Table 2: E↵ective tagging power ✏e↵, for the di↵erent tagging configurations when studied using
simulated samples of B0

s ! D+
s ⇡

� and B+
! J/ K+ decays. The three scenarios modify the

selection of tagging tracks with momentum less than 10 GeV/c.

4.2.3 Incorporation of timing information356

The TORCH detector is expected to determine a track’s time of arrival to a precision357

of around 15 ps. In a high pile-up environment, this timing information may help to358

disentangle from which primary interaction the track originated. The deterioration of the359

tagging performance as a function of the number of PVs and tracks in an event could360

be alleviated with this extra information. Presently, the TORCH simulation does not361

model the per-track timing information, therefore to determine the upper limit of any362

improvement in tagging the following procedure is used:363

1. Various relevant opposite-side algorithms are developed using cut-based selections;364

2. The samples are selected twice, once with the nominal selection and a second time365

using the MC truth information to exclude all tracks that originated from a di↵erent366

PV to the signal candidate;367

3. The performance is compared to show the best possible improvement if TORCH368

could perfectly associate tracks to PVs.369

The two OS tagging algorithms developed for this study are OSKaon and OSMuon algo-370

rithms. For the OSKaon algorithm, the selection is the same as the nominal configuration371

previously described in Table 1. The selection of the OSMuon algorithm is detailed in372

Table 3 [16].373

The tagging power is studied as a function of the number of primary interactions and374

number of tracks in an event and is shown for both OS algorithms in Fig. 18. It can be seen375

that by removing all tracks from other primary interactions the performance improves. The376

relative performance gain is generally larger at higher values of NPV. The dependence of377

the tagging power on NPV and NTracks is not completely eliminated by artificially removing378

these incorrect tracks from the tagging algorithm. This may imply the overall occupancy379

of the detector still degrades the performance. The improvement shown in Fig. 18 is an380

upper limit of the improvement that the TORCH timing information alone could provide381

to tagging (i.e. this is independent of any improvement in PID discrimination). In future,382
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- The tagging power is compared for the different configurations

For the studies of flavour tagging and specific decay modes in this section, the expected274

TORCH performance from the stand-alone simulation is applied to reconstructed particles275

in centrally-produced LHCb simulation samples for each of the decay modes, generated276

for the Upgrade Ib conditions (L = 2⇥ 1033 cm�2 s�1 ).277

4.2 Tagging278

Flavour tagging algorithms are used to determine the flavour of neutral mesons at279

their production. This is a crucial component of time-dependent measurements of CP280

asymmetries, see for example Ref. [15]. The algorithms exploit information in pp ! bbX281

events that can be correlated to the flavour of the b-hadron at production. The algorithms282

are split into two classes: same side (SS) and opposite side (OS) taggers. The SS algorithms283

identify particles produced in the hadronisation of the b-quark associated to the b-hadron284

candidate. The OS algorithms identify particles associated to the decay of the other285

b-quark in the event, i.e. the one that doesn’t form part of the b-hadron candidate. In286

both cases, the charge of the associated particle is correlated to the initial flavour of the287

b-hadron candidate.288

4.2.1 Relevant tagging algorithms289

Tagging algorithms require identifying the species of the associated flavour tagging particle,290

with the OSKaon, SSKaon, and SSProton algorithms [16–18] being of particular relevance291

to TORCH due to the potential of improvement in the identification of kaons and protons.292

The SSPion algorithm is not expected to gain significantly from the improved PID because,293

although the rate of kaons and protons misidentified as pions may be reduced by TORCH,294

the dominance of the number of pions in an event limits the benefit.295

The SSKaon algorithm selects charged kaon candidates that could have been produced296

from the hadronisation of the s-quark associated to the production of a B0
s meson (bs).297

Therefore, a positively charged kaon, a K+ (us), indicates the flavour at production was298

a B0
s , and a K� indicates a B0

s. The truth-matched momentum distribution for these299

tagging particles in Monte Carlo simulations are shown in Fig. 17 in black. A large fraction300

of tags have a momentum in the range that could potentially benefit from TORCH PID,301

as they are currently not selected using the nominal selection, shown in blue.302

The OSKaon algorithm selects hadrons produced in the decay of the other b-hadron in303

an event. In contrast to the SS algorithms, these tags are not consistent with originating304

from the primary interaction vertex as they are produced at secondary vertices. Therefore,305

in addition to particle identification, it is important to correctly associate the track to the306

correct primary vertex to accurately determine the b-hadron flavour. As the number of307

pile-up interactions increases, it becomes more di�cult to correctly associate the track to308

the primary interaction, therefore the performance of these algorithms decreases.309

Studies by the flavour tagging group have shown that the performance of the state-of-310

the-art tagging algorithms decrease as the number of primary interactions increases [3].311

Additionally the same trend is observed as a function of the number of tracks in the312

detector. Therefore, it is of great interest to identify ways of mitigating this performance313

loss.314

The sensitivity of measurements that rely on flavour tagging can be quantified using315

the e↵ective tagging power ✏e↵ = ✏tag⇥ (1� 2!)2, where ✏tag is the probability that a given316

14
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Tagging Part II: timing
- The TORCH detector could provide information about the timing of tracks to help 

correctly associate tracks to primary interactions 

- Presently, the simulation doesn’t model the per-track timing  

- The flavour tagging group has already shown that the tagging performance 
decreases with higher levels of pile up 
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Figure 3.1: E↵ective tagging e�ciency of (left) di↵erent HEP experiments and (right) LHCb flavour
tagging algorithms [38]. The white lines indicate contours of constant tagging power.
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Figure 3.2: E↵ective tagging e�ciency of OS and SS kaon taggers, and their combination, (left) in bins
of pile-up vertices and (right) in bins of track multiplicity. These results are obtained from Upgrade I
simulation of B0

s ! D�
s ⇡+ decays. The OS performances correspond to those obtained from combination

of the individual OS taggers.

improvement in FT performance may be achieved by using more sophisticated multivariate1018

techniques, from better understanding of the hadronisation processes, and from additional1019

information from new instrumentation in the Upgrade II detector. In particular, particle1020

identification for low momentum tracks from the TORCH detector, and additional acceptance for1021

tracks through magnet side stations should both help. Therefore, it is assumed in the remainder1022

of this section that the FT performance from existing LHCb results can be maintained for1023

Upgrade II, although detailed simulation studies will be necessary for a precise quantification.1024

3.3 Measurements of �s and �d in theoretically clean modes1025

3.3.1 �s from B0
s ! J/ � and related modes1026

Measurements of decay-time-dependent CP asymmetries in the B0
s system using b ! ccs1027

transitions are sensitive to the CKM phase �s ⌘ arg [�(VtsV
⇤
tb)/(VcsV

⇤
cb)]. If penguin loop1028

contributions to the decay can be neglected (see Sect. 3.3.3), then the experimentally observable1029

quantity is the phase, �cc̄s
s = �2�s, which has a precise SM prediction of �36.4 ± 1.2mrad1030

based upon global fits to experimental data [41]. Deviations from this value would be a clear1031

20

- This TORCH study aims to determine the upper limit of the improvement if tracks 
could be correctly associated to their PV

then there will be no reliable PID hypothesis. The exact extent to which TORCH may573

contribute to the elimination of ghost tracks could be studied.574

6 Conclusions575

This document sets out the state of progress in the development of the TORCH detector,576

both physically and in simulation, and describes studies that have been performed to577

identify potential performance improvements to LHCb physics.578

A successful series of beam tests at the East Hall T9 facility at CERN has been579

performed, testing two prototype TORCH modules in a beam of protons and pions. The580

data analysis determines the single photon resolution to be in the range 84–111 ps, which581

can be compared to the desired time resolution of 70 ps. The incorporation of the TORCH582

detector into the full LHCb simulation framework is well underway, with preliminary583

PID performance plots indicating TORCH is able to distinguish pions and kaons with584

momentum in the range 2–10GeV/c and protons from lighter particles up to 20GeV/c.585

Initial studies using a stand-alone TORCH simulation have identified a number of key586

physics areas that would benefit from the improved low-momentum PID performance587

provided by TORCH. Specific decay modes have indicated improvements in signal e�ciency588

with signal yields increasing by factors of 10% to up to 130%, depending on the extent that589

PID and momentum requirements are required to control background levels. Additionally,590

modes have shown improved mis-identification background rejection and reduced e�ciency591

dependence in phase space. The performance of simple, cuts-based tagging algorithms592

have shown improvements of between 20–30% as a result of the improved low momentum593

PID e�ciency, potentially a↵ecting a large number of analyses. A range of further topics594

have been identified that will be studied in the future.595
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Tagging Part II: timing
- Two opposite side tagging algorithms, OSKaon and OSMuon, are constructed 

-  The performance is compared between the nominal configuration (filled) and the 
situation in which all tracks originating from a different PV are removed (dashed)
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Figure 18: The e↵ective tagging power as function of (left) the number of primary interactions
and (right) tracks in an event. The nominal performance is represented by filled markers and the
potential performance when tracks from other primary interactions are removed is represented
by dashed markers. This performance is evaluated on a sample of B+

! J/ K+ decays.
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Figure 19: The momentum distribution of protons (left) and kaons (right) in simulated
⇤0
b! J/ pK� decays. The distribution is shown without PID requirements (black), with

the nominal LHCb PID requirements (blue) and with the additional performance provided by
TORCH (red).

multiplied by the combined e�ciency is also shown in Fig. 19 in red. The addition of408

TORCH increases the size of the signal yield by around 21% with respect to the RICH409

PID selection requirements.410

In addition to increasing the total size of the yield, improving the low momentum411
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- The tagging power improves, but the dependence on the number of PVs and tracks 
is not removed entirely 
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PID performance
• TORCH PID performance averaged over all of the modules: 

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

• Good separation between π/K/p in the 2 -10 GeV/c range.
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Specific decays
- The second part of the physics studies quantitatively assess the impact of TORCH 

on specific decay modes: 

- Signal efficiency: How much more signal would TORCH select? 

- Background rejection: Would TORCH improve the misidentification rate of 
backgrounds? 

- Flatness: Would the dependence of efficiency on phase-space be reduced?  

 12
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 = 13 TeV 2017 validations
LHCb

- The RICH and TORCH PID performances are combined by selecting whichever is 
larger below 20GeV/c (above 20GeV/c just RICH PID is used) 

- This PID performance is combined with samples of Upgrade I MC for each mode
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Figure 20: The Dalitz plot distribution of ⇤0
b! J/ pK� decays selected with the nominal LHCb

PID requirements (left) and with the additional performance of the TORCH detector (right).

PID performance may reduce e�ciency variation as a function of other quantities that412

are related to momentum. The analysis of ⇤0
b! J/ pK� decays involves studying the413

distribution of the data as a function of the Dalitz plot variables m2(J/ p) and m2(K�p).414

Applying the nominal PID requirements leads to an e�ciency that varies as a function of415

these variables as shown in Fig. 20. When the improved low momentum PID performance416

provided by TORCH is included, the e�ciency becomes significantly more uniform as a417

function of the Dalitz plot coordinates. This may help to reduce systematic uncertainty418

in amplitude analyses of this mode.419

A qualitative study is performed to investigate the improved TORCH mis-identification420

rates at low momentum by looking at the momentum distribution of existing Run II data421

samples. This data set was taken with the phase I LHCb detector and Run II luminosity ,422

hence its study is only intended to be illustrative. The sample of data is reconstructed using423

the selection in the published analysis, but without any requirements placed on the PID424

variables. A fit is performed to the invariant mass of the ⇤0
b baryon and the combinatorial425

background is isolated using the sWeight procedure. The momentum distribution of the426

proton and kaon in this combinatorial background are shown in Fig. 21. The combinatorial427

background is assumed to be dominated by pions and therefore multiplied by the expected428

LHCb and TORCH pion-proton mis-identification rates for the relevant PID requirements.429

For the proton distribution, it can be seen that the LHCb mis-identification rate is zero430

below 10GeV/c as there is no positive proton identification (everything is called a pion or431

kaon, so there are no pions misidentified as protons). With the addition of TORCH the low432

momentum performance is comparable to high momentum. For the kaon distribution, the433

additional TORCH discrimination power is seen to reduce the low momentum background.434

4.3.2 The decay ⇤0
b! p⇡�⇡+⇡�

435

The first evidence for CP asymmetry in the baryon sector was observed in ⇤0
b! p⇡�⇡+⇡�

436

decays in 2016 [21]. The selection of these decays requires applying PID requirements to437

identify the proton, as well as distinguishing the pions from other hadrons in crossfeed438

decays. The existing analysis places a requirement on the variable ProbNNp to remove439

backgrounds from 4- and 5-body b-hadron backgrounds. To allow a comparison with the440

expected TORCH performance, similar requirements of DLL(p�⇡) > 5 and DLL(p�K) >441
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Pentaquark

- This decay uses PID cuts to reduce 
misidentification backgrounds 

- Including the TORCH performance for 
the same PID cuts increases the signal 
yield by 23% 

- The variation in PID efficiency across 
the Dalitz plot significantly reduces
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⇤0
b ! J/ pK�
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- Run II data is used to qualitatively investigate the 
level of combinatorial background  

- Assuming the background is composed entirely 
of pions, TORCH improves the low momentum 
background rejection
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Figure 18: The e↵ective tagging power as function of (left) the number of primary interactions
and (right) tracks in an event. The nominal performance is represented by filled markers and the
potential performance when tracks from other primary interactions are removed is represented
by dashed markers. This performance is evaluated on a sample of B+

! J/ K+ decays.
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Figure 19: The momentum distribution of protons (left) and kaons (right) in simulated
⇤0
b! J/ pK� decays. The distribution is shown without PID requirements (black), with

the nominal LHCb PID requirements (blue) and with the additional performance provided by
TORCH (red).

multiplied by the combined e�ciency is also shown in Fig. 19 in red. The addition of408

TORCH increases the size of the signal yield by around 23% with respect to the RICH409

PID selection requirements.410

In addition to increasing the total size of the yield, improving the low momentum411
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Figure 21: The distribution of combinatorial background candidates in a data sample of
⇤0
b! J/ pK� decays. The distribution is shown without any requirements places on the PID

variables (black) and multiplied by the expected LHCb (blue) and TORCH (red) pion mis-
identification e�ciency distributions. This demonstrates the level of background remaining if
the background were entirely composed of pions.
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Figure 22: The proton momentum distribution in simulated ⇤0
b! p⇡�⇡+⇡� decays selected

without any requirements placed on the PID variables (black), with LHCb PID requirements
(blue) and with the addition of the TORCH performance (red).

0 are used for this study. The distribution of proton momentum with and without these442

PID requirements are shown in Fig. 22. Additionally, the momentum distribution of443

decays selected when the TORCH performance is incorporated as before is shown in red.444

This results in approximately 10% more signal.445

An attempt to qualitatively investigate how TORCH might improve the removal of446

combinatorial background has been performed by looking at the momentum distribution447

of combinatorial background in real Run II data (Fig. 23). The momentum distribution448

is studied firstly without PID cuts applied, then subsequently assuming all background449

originates from pions and incorporating the TORCH pion-proton mis-identification e�-450

ciency. The stripping line for this decay has a requirement of ProbNNp > 0.05 placed on451

the proton which cannot be removed. Therefore to unfold the e↵ect of this requirement,452

the momentum distribution is first divided by the pion mis-identification e�ciency for453

ProbNNp > 0.05 as obtained with PIDCalib, again assuming the distribution is dominated454

by pions. The momentum distribution combined with the TORCH mis-identification rate455
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Figure 23: The momentum distribution of combinatorial background contributing to
⇤0
b! p⇡�⇡+⇡� decays in data selected without any requirements placed on PID variables

(black) and the expected momentum distribution assuming the combinatorial background is
composed entirely of pions using the LHCb mis-identification rate (blue) and TORCH mis-
identification rate (red). The lack of positive proton identification with LHCb below 10GeV/c
results in the sharp cut o↵, as all hadrons are identified as pions.

shows an improvement in background rejection over the LHCb distribution.456

4.3.3 Semileptonic measurements of Vub457

The decay ⇤0
b! pµ�⌫µ can be used to perform a measurement of the CKM element Vub458

and has been previously studied at LHCb [22]. To control backgrounds from mis-identified459

hadrons, the reconstruction of this decay employs the use of tight PID requirements on460

the proton. As a result of the poor proton-kaon separation at low momentum, currently461

only protons with p > 15GeV/c are considered. Therefore, any improvement that allows462

the region removed by this requirement to be included will improve the e�ciency of the463

selection.464

In order to measure the CKM element Vub, input is needed from externally-calculated465

form factors. The uncertainty on these theoretical predictions vary as a function of466

q2 = m2(µ�⌫µ), the momentum transfer of the leptonic system. The values are more467

precisely predicted at high q2 as shown in Fig. 24. At high values of momentum transfer,468

the momentum of the associated hadron is low, therefore the region in which the theoretical469

predictions are best known corresponds to low momentum protons.470

A sample of ⇤0
b! pµ�⌫µ decays is reconstructed using the stripping selection defined471

in StrippingLb2pMuNuVubLine. However, the previous tight requirement on the proton472

momentum is now relaxed. Additionally this stripping line requires that direction angle473

(DIRA), defined to be the angle between the muon-proton vertex direction with respect to474

the PV and the muon-proton 4-momenta, has cos(✓) > 0.9994. This e↵ectively requires475

the muon and proton to take most of the momentum, removing events with low momentum476

protons. These two conditions are relaxed to P > 2GeV/c and cos(✓) > 0.994 respectively.477

The combined e�ciency for selecting signal candidates, taking into account the ad-478

ditional TORCH PID performance, and relaxed momentum and DIRA requirements, is479

shown as a function of the reconstructed q2 in Fig. 24. When calculating the reconstructed480

q2, the missing neutrino momentum leads to two solutions. To minimise bin migration,481

the existing analysis requires that both q2 solutions are above 15GeV2/c2 to reduce the482
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Figure 21: The distribution of combinatorial background candidates in a data sample of
⇤0
b! J/ pK� decays. The distribution is shown without any requirements places on the PID

variables (black) and multiplied by the expected LHCb (blue) and TORCH (red) pion mis-
identification e�ciency distributions. This demonstrates the level of background remaining if
the background were entirely composed of pions.
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Figure 22: The proton momentum distribution in simulated ⇤0
b! p⇡�⇡+⇡� decays selected

without any requirements placed on the PID variables (black), with LHCb PID requirements
(blue) and with the addition of the TORCH performance (red).

0 are used for this study. The distribution of proton momentum with and without these442

PID requirements are shown in Fig. 22. Additionally, the momentum distribution of443

decays selected when the TORCH performance is incorporated as before is shown in red.444

This results in approximately 10% more signal.445

An attempt to qualitatively investigate how TORCH might improve the removal of446

combinatorial background has been performed by looking at the momentum distribution447

of combinatorial background in real Run II data (Fig. 23). The momentum distribution448

is studied firstly without PID cuts applied, then subsequently assuming all background449

originates from pions and incorporating the TORCH pion-proton mis-identification e�-450

ciency. The stripping line for this decay has a requirement of ProbNNp > 0.05 placed on451

the proton which cannot be removed. Therefore to unfold the e↵ect of this requirement,452

the momentum distribution is first divided by the pion mis-identification e�ciency for453

ProbNNp > 0.05 as obtained with PIDCalib, again assuming the distribution is dominated454

by pions. The momentum distribution combined with the TORCH mis-identification rate455
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Baryon asymmetry

- Similarly, this mode requires PID requirements 
to select the proton (using a ProbNNp cut) 

- Using a corresponding DLL cut, there is ~10% 
more signal using the TORCH PID 
performance

 14

⇤0
b ! p⇡�⇡+⇡�
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- Run II data has been used to qualitatively 
investigate the background level 

- The TORCH performance shows an 
improved background rejection, assuming 
all background are pions
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FIG. 14. Predictions for the �b � p ���̄� di�erential decay rates for � = e, µ, � in the Standard Model. The inner bands show
the statistical uncertainty and the outer bands show the total uncertainty, calculated using Eq. (84).
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Figure 24: (Left) The theoretically calculated form factors required to measure Vub as a function
of q2, taken from [23] and (right) the PID e�ciency of ⇤0

b! pµ�⌫µ candidates as a function
of q2 using the existing requirements on LHCb PID variables, momentum and DIRA (blue)
and with the addition of the TORCH PID performance, but with looser momentum and DIRA
requirements as described in the text (red).
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Figure 25: The PID e�ciency of B0
s ! K�µ+⌫µ candidates as a function of q2 using the existing

LHCb PID variables (blue) and with the addition of the TORCH PID performance (red).

uncertainty from the theoretical form factors. In this region, including the TORCH483

performance increases the signal yield by approximately 130%.484

The decay B0
s ! K�µ+⌫µ can also be used to determine Vub. The selection requires485

the use of tight PID requirements to suppress backgrounds from pions and protons.486

Although this mode has not yet been measured by LHCb, the selection of candidates487

would require a tight momentum cut to control the background levels. A simulation sample488

is reconstructed using the selection defined in StrippingB2XuMuNuBs2KLine, without the489

PID requirements (DLL(K � ⇡) > 5 and DLL(K � p) > 5). The PID e�ciency is490

investigated as a function of q2 as shown in Fig. 25. The distribution is shown using the491

existing LHCb PID requirements, and incorporating the TORCH PID performance at low492

momentum as described before. The TORCH PID performance improves the e�ciency493

at high q2. Across the whole q2 range this corresponds to an increase in signal yield of494

35%. If the range of q2 was limited to higher values to reduce theoretical uncertainties,495

the improvement from TORCH would be greater, for example 54% for q2 > 10GeV2/c2.496
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FIG. 14. Predictions for the �b � p ���̄� di�erential decay rates for � = e, µ, � in the Standard Model. The inner bands show
the statistical uncertainty and the outer bands show the total uncertainty, calculated using Eq. (84).
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Figure 24: (Left) The theoretically calculated form factors required to measure Vub as a function
of q2, taken from [23] and (right) the PID e�ciency of ⇤0

b! pµ�⌫µ candidates as a function
of q2 using the existing requirements on LHCb PID variables, momentum and DIRA (blue)
and with the addition of the TORCH PID performance, but with looser momentum and DIRA
requirements as described in the text (red).
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Figure 25: The PID e�ciency of B0
s ! K�µ+⌫µ candidates as a function of q2 using the existing

LHCb PID variables (blue) and with the addition of the TORCH PID performance (red).

uncertainty from the theoretical form factors. In this region, including the TORCH483

performance increases the signal yield by approximately 130%.484

The decay B0
s ! K�µ+⌫µ can also be used to determine Vub. The selection requires485

the use of tight PID requirements to suppress backgrounds from pions and protons.486

Although this mode has not yet been measured by LHCb, the selection of candidates487

would require a tight momentum cut to control the background levels. A simulation sample488

is reconstructed using the selection defined in StrippingB2XuMuNuBs2KLine, without the489

PID requirements (DLL(K � ⇡) > 5 and DLL(K � p) > 5). The PID e�ciency is490

investigated as a function of q2 as shown in Fig. 25. The distribution is shown using the491

existing LHCb PID requirements, and incorporating the TORCH PID performance at low492

momentum as described before. The TORCH PID performance improves the e�ciency493

at high q2. Across the whole q2 range this corresponds to an increase in signal yield of494

35%. If the range of q2 was limited to higher values to reduce theoretical uncertainties,495

the improvement from TORCH would be greater, for example 54% for q2 > 10GeV2/c2.496
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Semi-leptonic Vub

- Semi-leptonic decay modes used to measure Vub 
will gain from TORCH 

- Theoretically predicted form factors are most 
precise at high q2, where the experimental 
efficiency is lowest 

- These analyses require tight PID requirements to 
suppress misidentification backgrounds 

- Incorporating the TORCH performance at low 
momentum leads to substantial improvements in 
signal yields: 
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54% increase
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Figure 27: The PID e�ciency of B+
! ppµ+⌫µ decays as a function of the reconstructed q2.

The distribution in blue represents the current e�ciency of the combined momentum and PID
selections, where as the points in red show the potential improvement from TORCH by removing
the momentum requirements and improving the PID e�ciency.
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Figure 28: The mass distribution of correctly reconstructed K⇤0
! K�⇡+ decays (filled lines)

and the double mis-identification background (dotted lines). The e�ciencies of each are shown
with the LHCb PID requirements (blue) and with the addition of the TORCH performance
(red).

4.3.6 Other modes520

In general, analyses that place tight requirements on kaon-proton separation stand to521

benefit the most from the additional TORCH performance. However, a wide range of522

other analyses may be improved in a less direct manner. One example considered is the523

decay B0
! DK⇤0, used to perform measurements of the CKM angle �. This mode is524

currently statistically limited, so improving the signal e�ciency can have a direct impact525

on the measurement precision. One way that TORCH may contribute is by reducing526

the level of double mis-identification polluting K⇤0
! K�⇡+ decays. The large width527

of the K⇤0 resonance means a relatively tight mass window is required to control the528

double mis-identification background. Including the TORCH PID performance allows the529

window to be widened from ±50.0MeV/c2 to ±54.0MeV/c2 for the same level of double530

mis-identification. This increased the signal e�ciency by 8% (Fig. 28).531
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Figure 26: The selection e�ciency of ⇤0
b! pK�µ+µ� candidates as a function of q2 = m(µ+µ�)

using the existing LHCb PID variables (blue) and with the addition of the TORCH PID
performance (red).

4.3.4 The decay ⇤0
b! pK�µ+µ�

497

The decay ⇤0
b! pK�µ+µ� is a good candidate to gain from the improved performance498

TORCH o↵ers. The presence of a proton and kaon necessitates PID cuts, and at high values499

of m(µ+µ�) the momentum of these hadrons will be low. The candidates are selected500

using the line StrippingB2XMuMu Line without any PID requirements. As the existing501

analysis uses requirements on ProbNN variables, similar requirements of DLL(K � ⇡) > 5502

and DLL(K � p) > 0 are employed. The distribution of the PID e�ciency as a function503

of m(µ+µ�) is shown in Fig. 26. Including TORCH leads to a increase in yield of 24%504

averaged across all q2.505

4.3.5 The decay B+
! ppµ+⌫µ506

The mode B+
! ppµ+⌫µ can be used to measure the ratio507

R(pp) =
B(B+

! pp⌧+⌫⌧ )

B(B+
! ppµ+⌫µ)

(9)

which can be used as a test of lepton flavour universality in the Standard Model.508

The presence of a proton and antiproton in the decay leads to di�culty in controlling509

misidentified backgrounds due to the poor PID performance at low momentum. Therefore510

in the selection of these decays the requirement p > 18GeV/c is placed on both protons.511

In addition to this, tight PID cuts of DLL(p � ⇡) > 10 and DLL(p � K) > 5 are used.512

The combined e�ciency of the momentum and PID requirement is shown in Fig. 27 as513

a function of the reconstructed momentum transfer q2. With TORCH, the increase in514

signal yield is approximately 121%. It should be noted that the improvement depends515

on the distribution of m(pp) found in data, as lower m(pp) results in lower momentum516

hadrons, and therefore more to gain. This simulation sample is generated flat across phase517

space, whereas the data have been found to concentrate at low m(pp), implying this yield518

increase may be even larger than predicted here.519
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Other modes
- A range of other modes have been investigated: 

- Generally, the improvements depend on how tight the requirement on kaon-
proton separation is
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B+ ! ppµ+⌫µ
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Tight momentum and PID requirements 
- Gains around 121% extra signal yield

Medium PID requirements 
- Gains around 24% extra signal yield
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Other modes
- A range of other modes have been investigated: 

- Lots of modes could benefit from TORCH less directly, e.g. 
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B0 ! DK⇤0
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Figure 28: The mass distribution of correctly reconstructed K⇤0
! K�⇡+ decays (filled lines)

and the double mis-identification background (dotted lines). The e�ciencies of each are shown
with the LHCb PID requirements (blue) and with the addition of the TORCH performance
(red).

developed to incorporate the PID performance from the full description of TORCH in the547

LHCb simulation at both Upgrade Ib and Upgrade II luminosities in the coming weeks.548

In addition to the above studies, the following areas have been identified for potential549

investigation.550

5.1 Determination of t0 and assignment of tracks551

An essential component in determining the time-of-flight of a particle is the initial time of552

production, the so-called ‘t0’. This could be determined from the information from the553

LHC machine itself, but the length of the bunches needs also to be taken into account. It554

is possible to reverse engineer the PID algorithm logic to determine t0, using all other555

tracks in the event. By assuming the other tracks in the event are pions and removing556

the large outliers, the resulting time distribution can be fitted to determine the initial557

time with a precision of a few picoseconds. This precision should be studied with the full558

simulation in an environment with multiple primary interactions.559

As introduced in Section 4.2, timing information from the TORCH detector could also560

be used in combination with timing information from other sub-detectors to improve the561

assignment of tracks to primary interactions. This is of interest more widely than just the562

tagging algorithms, as correctly identifying the primary interaction is important for any563

process resulting in displaced tracks. The study of this will require a reliable simulation564

of the timing information from TORCH.565

5.2 Ghost rejection566

Ghost tracks are a consequence of incorrect combination of track stubs from di↵erent567

tracking stations. As the occupancy of the detector increases, the combinatorics of these568

stubs can result in a fast increase in the number of ghosts. Additional timing information569

assigned in various sub-detectors may help in identifying the correct combinations and570

therefore curtail the rapid increase in ghost tracks. If the track entering TORCH does571

not correspond to a real charged particle with the correct entry position and path-length572
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- Used to measure CKM angle gamma 

- The K*0 mass window is fairly narrow to control 
K*0 double mis-id background 

- Improvements from TORCH would mean the 
mass window could be widened for the same 
mis-id rate 

- Leads to 8% increase in signal yield 
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Summary

- This selection of analyses discussed here is intended to be a cross-section of some 
interesting modes 

- The tagging studies suggest TORCH could improve the tagging power by 25-35% 
for algorithms that require kaon identification 

- Timing information from TORCH could help reduce the degradation of tagging 
performance with increased pile up  

- A range of decay mode would have signal yields 10-130% larger, depending on the 
existing tightness of selections
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Future outlook

✓ Continue physics studies with full simulation of TORCH integrated into LHCb
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➡ Extend TORCH physics studies to Upgrade II conditions 

➡ Perform physics studies with degraded performance, e.g. time resolution and 
photon yield 

➡ Perform realistic studies to determine if there is any degradation in other 
channels from TORCH 

- We intend to produce samples of B → K* gamma and B → K* ee to check for 
degradation in ECAL performance

- The internal note has been updated with these latest studies 

- A new version will be available shortly  

- We intend to further these studies to address the other recommendations of 
the TORCH review:



Back up
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Tagging selections

 21

The charge of the chosen tag is compared to the MC truth information of the b-341

hadron initial flavour to determine whether the tagging decision is correct. The perfect342

PID category is used to set an upper limit of the possible improvement in the tagging343

performance. This method has been constructed to simplify the comparison of the di↵erent344

tagging configurations. Therefore the performance of these algorithms are suboptimal345

compared to the state-of-the-art methods. Additionally, these algorithms provide no346

prediction of the mistag rate which further limits their performance. The selection347

requirements implemented in these simple tagging algorithms are detailed in Table 1.348

Variable SSKaon OSKaon

Nominal TORCH Nominal TORCH
p >5250MeV/c >2000MeV/c >2000MeV/c >2000MeV/c
pT >850MeV/c >200MeV/c >200MeV/c >700MeV/c
PIDK >3.5 >15.0 >3.5 >30.0
PIDp�PIDK <8.5 <-5.0 <8.5 <10.0
�2
IP < 4.125 > 31.0

IP < 1.6
�� < 0.825
�⌘ < 0.6
�R < 10
m(BK)�m(B) < 1850MeV/c2

PU �2
IP > 3.0 > 31.0

Dist phi > 0.005 > 0.005
�2
Trk < 3.0 < 3.0

Ghost Prob. < 0.35 < 0.35

Table 1: Selection requirements used for each of the simple tagging algorithms. The variables
PIDK and PIDp refer to the di↵erence in the log-likelikood of the kaon and pion, or proton
and pion hypotheses in either the simulation of the Upgrade Ib RICH detectors (nominal),
or from the TORCH stand-alone performance (TORCH). The variables IP and �2

IP are the
impact parameter and di↵erence in the best primary vertex fit �2 with and without the tag
track included. The best primary vertex is the one to which the candidate has the smallest
�2
IP. The variables ��, �⌘ and �R describe the di↵erence in direction of the candidate and tag

track in the azimuthal angle, pseudo-rapidity, and in their combination �R =
p

��2 + �⌘2.
The quantity m(BK) � m(B) is the di↵erence between the invariant mass of the candidate and
tagging track and the invariant mass of just the candidate. PU �2

IP is the value of �2
IP for the

second best primary interaction vertex, i.e. a pile up (PU) vertex. Dist phi helps remove cloned
tracks by comparing the angle between all candidate tracks and the tag. The quantity �2

Trk
describes the quality of the track fit, and Ghost Prob helps discriminate against ghost tracks.

The performance of the SSKaon algorithm is studied using a sample of simulated349

B0
s ! D+

s ⇡
� decays, whilst the OSKaon performance can be determined using both the350

B0
s ! D+

s ⇡
� and a B+

! J/ K+ sample. The e↵ective tagging power for each of the three351

selections are listed in Table 2. Both the SSKaon and OSKaon tagging algorithms show352

significantly higher e↵ective tagging powers when the stand-alone TORCH simulation353

PID performance is included. The improvement is independent of the sample considered354

for the OSKaon algorithm. Performance increases of between 20–30% are observed.355
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Tagging selections
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Variable OSMuon

pT >1100MeV/c
�2
IP > 0.0

PU �2
IP > 3.0

Dist phi > 0.005
�2
Trk < 3.0

Ghost Prob. < 0.4
PIDmu > 3.0
ProbNNmu > 0.35
ProbNNk < 0.8
ProbNNe < 0.8
ProbNNpi < 0.8
ProbNNp < 0.8

Table 3: Selection requirements used for the simple OSMuon tagging algorithm. The ProbNN

variables are neural-network based PID variables.

more complete simulations that could model the timing information of the individual383

tracks will provide a more realistic picture.384

4.3 Improvements for specific channels385

A range of physics analyses would gain from the improved low momentum PID e�ciency386

provided by TORCH. For these preliminary studies, a focus has been placed on ‘benchmark’387

modes involving protons in the final-state and modes where significant gains are expected388

by improving K � ⇡ separation in the GeV/c momentum range.389

4.3.1 The decay ⇤0
b! J/ pK�

390

The decay ⇤0
b! J/ pK� has been of great interest since the observation of J/ p resonances391

consistent with pentaquark states by LHCb in 2015 [19]. The selection of this mode392

requires placing tight PID requirements on the proton and kaons to prevent contamination393

from mis-identification backgrounds. For the kaon this correspond to DLL(K � ⇡) > 0394

and DLL(p �K) < 3, and for the proton DLL(p � ⇡) > 10 and DLL(p �K) > 3. For395

this study, candidates are reconstructed using the same requirements as the published396

analysis [20], but comparing with and without any PID requirements applied. The397

momentum distribution of the protons and kaons can be seen in Fig. 19 both without398

any requirements on the PID variables, labelled ‘perfect PID’ (red), and with the LHCb399

PID requirements applied (blue). It can be seen that the low momentum particles are400

particularly a↵ected by the PID requirements. To incorporate the expected TORCH PID401

performance, the RICH proton and kaon PID e�ciency is parametrised as a function of402

momentum. This is then combined with the TORCH PID e�ciency for the same DLL403

cut values as obtained from the stand-alone simulations detailed in Section 4.1. The404

two e�ciencies are combined by selecting whichever is greater at a given momentum.405

This may be an underestimate of the potential improvement if the TORCH detector406

selects a di↵erent subset of tracks to the RICH detectors. The momentum distribution407
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